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Abstract
Remote user authentication schemes are helpful to
provide authenticity between users and a remote server in
network-based services. In order to meet the security
requirements, many related schemes have been proposed.
Recently, Moon et al. proposed a smart card based threefactor authentication scheme and claimed that the scheme
prevented various attacks. However, just in the same year,
Li et al. suggested a new insider attack scenario and
pointed out that Moon et al.’s scheme suffers from a user
anonymity violation attack, a user impersonation attack,
and a server masquerade attack under this scenario. In
this study, it is demonstrated that without the new attack
scenario, Moon et al.’s scheme is still insecure against a
traceability attack, an offline identity-guessing attack, an
impersonation attack, and a man-in-the-middle attack.
Based on Moon et al.’s scheme, a new three-factor
authenticated key agreement scheme is proposed. The
proposed scheme is validated by widely accepted BAN
logic. In addition, the proposed scheme can satisfy
various types of functional features and prevent various
security attacks.
Keywords: Authentication key agreement, Biometric,
Elliptic-curve cryptosystem, Smart card,
BAN logic

1 Introduction
The advances in the field of computer networks and
communications have led to enormous increase in
applications based on the Internet of Things (IoT),
including transportation, healthcare, online banking,
and smart homes. However, the data transmitted
between the users and these applications take place
over unsecure channels. Thus, it is essential to use
*
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authenticated key agreement mechanism to protect the
user privacy and data security. Based on the factors
used in the authentication method, these schemes can
be divided into one-factor, two-factor, and three-factor
authentication schemes. The one-factor authentication
scheme is only based on the password, and the first one
[1] was proposed by Lamport in 1981. Since then, a
series of one-factor authentication schemes were
proposed [2-6]. However, the drawbacks of a password
such as weak password and password-guessing attack
make these schemes vulnerable. To increase the
security, a smart card is added to design schemes.
These password and smart card based authorization
schemes [7-15] are known as two-factor authentication
schemes. Unfortunately, in the past few years, some
researches have demonstrated that the password and
smart card based authentication methods are still
vulnerable when the smart card is stolen and the secret
data stored in the smart card are disclosed to the
attacker [16-18]. To solve this problem, biometric
characteristics such as fingerprint, iris, and palm print
are used as a third factor to design a stronger scheme
[19-31].
Recently, Liu et al. [29] proposed an efficient and
secure smart card based three-factor authentication
scheme for single-server environment; they claimed to
have the capacity to prevent various security attacks.
However, Moon et al. [31] pointed out several
weaknesses of Liu et al.’s scheme such as no support
for user anonymity, no support for perfect forward
secrecy, cannot prevent outsider attack, and offline
pass-word-guessing attack. Then, they proposed an
improved scheme based on Liu et al.’s scheme.
Unfortunately, later in the same year, Li et al.
suggested a new insider attack scenario and pointed out
that Moon et al.’s scheme suffers from a user
anonymity violation attack, a user impersonation attack,
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and a server masquerade attack under this scenario [32].
In this study, we demonstrate that without the new
insider attack scenario, Moon et al.’s scheme is still
insecure against a traceability attack, an offline
identity-guessing attack, an impersonation attack, and a
man-in-the-middle attack. To solve these weaknesses,
based on the Moon et al.’s scheme, a new three-factor
authenticated key agreement scheme is proposed. The
proposed scheme is then validated by widely accepted
BAN logic. Through the performance analysis, we
show that the proposed scheme is more secure with
similar efficiency.

2 Preliminaries
In this section, the basic information about ellipticcurve cryptosystem [33-35], fuzzy-extractor [36], and
model of attacker [31, 37-40] is described.

An elliptic curve denoted by E can be defined in the
form of E p (a, b) : y 2 = x 3 + ax + b(mod P ) over a finite
2

field Fp , where a, b ∈ Fp and 4a + 27b ≠ 0. Given a
point P ∈ E p

3 Review of Moon et al.’s Scheme
In this section, Moon et al.’s scheme is briefly
reviewed [31]. The scheme consists of the following
four phases: (1) registration phase, (2) login phase, (3)
authentication phase, and (4) password-change phase.
The notations used in this paper are shown in Table 1.
Table 1. Notations used in this paper
Term
Ui

2.1 Elliptic-curve Cryptosystem

2

‧ A has full control of a public channel, but not the
secure channel, i.e., the attacker can obtain all the
transmitted data from a public channel.
‧ A can alter, delete, or replay the data captured from
a public channel.
‧ A can read or extract the secret data from the stolen
smart card issued to the user

and an integer t ∈ Fp , the point

multiplication tP = 
P + P
+ 
P + … +
P.

Description
ith user

IDi , PWi identity and password of user i

S

server

x

secret key stored in S

P
Ppub

base point of elliptic curve E
public key of S ( Ppub = xP)

Elliptic-Curve Discrete Logarithm Problem
(ECDLP): With two points P, tP ∈ E p , it is

Ti

timestamp of user i

Ti ′

time of receiving login request message

computational impossible to obtain the value of t ,
where t ∈ Fp .

Ts

timestamp of S

Ts′

time of receiving mutual authentication message

t

Elliptic-Curve Computational Diffie–Hellman Problem
(ECCDHP): Using three points P, tP, sP ∈ E p , it is
difficult to compute tsP ∈ E p , where t , s ∈ Fp .

Ri , Pi

Ui’s secret data and reproduce parameter

h(⋅)

one-way collision-resistant hash function

⊕

exclusive or operation



concatenation operation

2.2 Fuzzy Extractor
Biometrics information such as fingerprint and iris
cannot be directly used in cryptographic algorithms
without using a fuzzy extractor. The fuzzy extractor
contains two algorithms, Gen and Rep.
Gen( BIOi ) = ( Ri , Pi ). Gen is a probabilistic algorithm;
it extracts the secret key data Ri and public
reproduction parameter Pi from the given biometric
input BIOi .
Rep( BIOi′, Pi ) = Ri . Rep is a deterministic algorithm;
it reproduces the secret key data Ri from any biometric
information BIOi′ close to BIOi using the public
reproduction parameter Pi .

2.3 Model of Attacker
Here, the attacker model under the three-factor
authentication scheme is shown. An attacker A has the
following capabilities:

3.1 Registration Phase
At the beginning of Moon et al.’s scheme, the server
S selects its secret key x and the base point P of elliptic
curve E. Then, user U i registers to the server as
follows:
Step 1. U i imprints his/her personal biometric
information BIOi and extracts ( Ri , Pi ) from
Gen( BIOi ) = ( Ri , Pi ) . Next, U i selects identity IDi and
password PWi and computes RPWi = h( PWi  Ri ).
Finally, U i sends the registration message {IDi , RPWi }
to server S over a secure channel.
Step 2. On receiving the message form U i , S will first
check whether the IDi is valid and then computes
Ai = h( IDi  x), Bi = h( Ai ) ⊕ RPWi , Ci = h( IDi  RPWi )
and Di = x ⊕ Ai ⊕ h( x).
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Step 3. S stores the data {Bi , Ci , Di , h(⋅), P} into a
smart card and sends it to U i over a secure channel.
Step 4. On receiving the smart card form S, U i stores
Pi in it.

3.2 Login Phase
When a registered user U i wants to login to the
server S, the following steps should be performed:
Step 1. U i inserts his/her smart card and enters
identity IDi and password PWi , and imprints the
biometric information BIOi* at the sensor. The sensor
then recovers Ri from Re p( BIOi* , Pi ) = Ri .
Step 2. The smart card computes RPWi = h(PWi  Ri ),
Ci′ = h( IDi  RPWi ) and checks whether Ci′ = Ci . If the
two values are equal, Step 3 is continued. Otherwise,
the session is terminated.
Step 3. The smart card selects two random numbers α
and ni , and computes h( Ai ) = Bi ⊕ RPWi , AIDi
= IDi ⊕ h( Ai ), Ei = α P, and Fi = h(IDi  h( Ai )  Ei  Ti ).
Next, the message { AIDi , Di , Ei , Fi , Ti } is sent to S.

3.3 Authentication Phase
Upon completing this phase, user U i and server S
authenticate each other and establish a session key. The
steps of this authentication phase are as follows:
Step 1. S checks whether Ti − Ti ′ < ΔT holds. If holds,
then S continues to execute Step 2. Otherwise, the login
request is rejected.
Step 2. S computes Ai′ = Di ⊕ x ⊕ h(x), IDi′ = AIDi ⊕ h( Ai′),
and Fi′ = h( IDi′  h( Ai′)  Ei  Ti ). Next, it is checked
whether Fi ′ = Fi . . If they are equal, then the user is
authenticated, and the login request is accepted.
Otherwise, the server rejects the login request.
Step 3. S selects a random number β and computes
Fi = β P, Gi = h( IDi′  h( Ai′)  Fi  Ts ) and sends the
message {Fi , Gi , Ts } to U i .
Step 4. On receiving the message from S, U i checks
whether Ti − Ti ′ < ΔT holds. If holds, then U i executes
Step 5. Otherwise, the session is terminated.
Step 5. U i computes Gi′ = h( IDi  h( Ai )  Fi  Ts ) and
checks whether Gi′ = Gi . If they are equal, then S is
authenticated. Otherwise, the session is terminated.
Step 6. Finally, U i and S construct a shared session
key SK = αβ P .

3.4 Password-change Phase
During the password-change phase, user U i updates
the password without the help of server as follows:

Step 1. U i enters identity IDi and password PWi and
imprints the biometric information BIOi* at the sensor.
The smart card then authenticates whether the user is
legal or not. If yes, then Step 2 is executed. Otherwise,
the session is terminated.
Step 2. U i inputs the new password PWi new , and the
smart card further computes RPWi new = h( PWi new  Ri ),

Binew = Bi ⊕ RPWi ⊕ PWi new , and the parameter Cinew =
Ci ⊕ RPWi ⊕ PWi new .
Step 3. The smart card uses RPWi new and Cinew to
replace the old RPWi and Ci , respectively.

3.5 Li et al.’s New Insider Attack Scenario
and Attacks
In Li et al.’s paper [36], they pointed out that Moon
et al.’s scheme suffers from a user anonymity violation
attack, and then they suggested a new insider attack. In
the new insider attack, they assume that an attacker A
has obtianed users’ ID in the registration server. With
the users’ ID, A can further launch a user
impersonation attack and a server masquerade attack.

4 Weaknesses of Moon et al.’s Scheme
In this section, our findings are described: The
scheme of Moon et al. [31] suffers from a traceability
attack, an offline identity-guessing attack, an
impersonation attack, and a man-in-the-middle attack.
In our attacks, the assumption mentioned in Li et al.’s
paper [36] is not necessary. That it, an attacker A does
not need to obtain users’ ID in our attacks. It means
that attacks proposed in this paper are more reasonable.

4.1 Traceability Attack
The main mechanism of traceability attack is that the
attacker can trace a certain user with the message
captured from a public channel. When designing
anonymous authentication schemes, we should ensure
that no attacks could be able to perform this attack. In
Moon et al.’s scheme, the attacker A obtains the login
message { AIDi , Di , Ei , Fi , Ti }. As the values of AIDi
and Di are static and specific in different
conversations, A can easily link these conversations
and trace the user. Therefore, Moon et al.’s scheme
suffers from traceability attack.

4.2 Offline Identity Guessing Attack
Assume that an attacker A has obtained the login
message { AIDi , Di , Ei , Fi , Ti } from the public channel,
then A can perform an offline identity-guessing attack
as follows:
Step 1. Extract AIDi , Ei , Fi , and Ti from the login
message.
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Step 2. A guesses a possible identity IDi′ of user U i
and computes h′(Ai ) = AIDi ⊕IDi′, Fi′= h(IDi′  h′( Ai )  Ei  Ti ).
Step 3. A checks whether Fi ′ = Fi . If the two values
are equal, then the IDi′ is returned. Otherwise, Step 2 is
repeated.
Because the attacker A can successfully guess the
identity of user U i , Moon et al.’s scheme cannot
prevent offline identity attack.

4.3 User Impersonation Attack
From the above analysis, an attacker A can obtain
the values of IDi and h( Ai ) by launching an offline
identity guessing attack. Then, it is demonstrated that
Moon et al.’s scheme suffers from a user
impersonation attack. This attack can be performed as
follows:
Step 1. Extract Di from the old login message and
obtain the values of IDi and h( Ai ) by launching an
offline identity-guessing attack.
Step 2. A then constructs the login message by
computing AIDi* = IDi ⊕ h( Ai ), Ei* = α ′P, and Fi* =
h( IDi  h( Ai )  Ei*  Ti * ), where α ′ is a random number
*

selected by adversary and Ti is the current timestamp.
*
i

*
i

*
i

*

*

Next, the login message { AID , D , E , Fi , Ti } is sent
to S.
Step 3. On receiving the login message, S verifies the
timestamp Ti * and Fi * . Undoubtedly, they will pass
the verification. S then computes Fi = β P, Gi =
h( IDi′  h( Ai′)  Fi  Ts ) and sends {Fi , Gi , Ts } to A.
Step 4. On receiving the message {Fi , Gi , Ts } from S,
A can construct the session key SK = α ′β P.
In this case, an attacker A can be authenticated by
the server as a legal user, and a shared session key SK
can be established with the server. Therefore, Moon et
al.’s scheme cannot prevent user impersonation attack.

4.4 Server Spoofing Attack
Attacker A can perform a server spoofing attack as
follows:
Step 1. Extract Di from the old login message and
obtain the values of IDi and h( Ai ) by launching an
offline identity-guessing attack.
Step 2. A intercepts the login message from U i to S
and forges the return values Fi * = β ′P and Gi* =

h( IDi  h( Ai )  Fi *  Ts* ), where β ′ is a random number
and Ts* is the current stamp. Next, A sends the forged
authentication message {Fi* , Gi* , Ts*} to U i .
Step 3. U i checks the values of Ts* and Gi* . As the
parameters IDi and h( Ai ) are the actual values of U i ,

they will pass the verification. Finally, U i computes
the time session key SK = αβ ′P.
In this case, an attacker A can be authenticated by
the user as a legal server, and a shared session key SK
is established. Therefore, Moon et al.’s scheme cannot
prevent server spoofing attack.

4.5 Man-in-the-middle Attack
Since an attacker A can masquerade any of the two
communication entities (the user or the remote server)
and send messages to the other one without being
detected. Therefore, Moon et al.’s scheme suffers from
a man-in-the-middle attack.

5 Proposed Scheme
In this section, a new authentication scheme is
proposed to offer enhanced security by resolving the
vulnerabilities of Moon et al.’s scheme. The proposed
scheme also consists of four phases: (1) registration
phase, (2) login phase, (3) authentication phase, and (4)
password-change phase.

5.1 Registration Phase
At the beginning of the proposed scheme, the server
S selects a secure one-way hash function h(⋅) , the base
point P of elliptic curve E, the master key x, and
computes the public key Ppub = xP . Then, user U i can
be registered in the server as a legal user. All the steps
performed between the user and server take place over
a secure channel. The details of this phase are
described as follows and shown in Figure 1.
Step 1. U i imprints the personal biometric information
BIOi and extracts ( Ri , Pi ) from Gen( BIOi ) = ( Ri , Pi ) .
Then, U i selects identity IDi and password PWi and
computes RPWi = h( PWi  Ri ). Next, U i sends the
registration message {IDi , RPWi } to S.
Step 2. On receiving the registration message, S
computes Ai = h( IDi  x), Bi = Ai ⊕ RPWi , and Ci =
h(IDi  RPWi ). S then stores the data {Bi , Ci , Ppub , h(⋅), P}
into a new smart card and sends the card to U i .
Step 3. When U i receives the smart card from S, Pi is
stored in it. Finally, the smart card contains
{Bi , Ci , Ppub , h(⋅), P, Pi }.

5.2 Login Phase
In the login phase, user U i performs the following
steps as shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 1. Registration phase of proposed scheme

Figure 2. Login and authentication phase of the proposed scheme
Step 1. U i inserts the smart card and enters identity
IDi and password PWi and then imprints the biometric
information BIOi* at the sensor. The sensor recovers

Ri from Re p( BIOi* , Pi ) = Ri .
Step 2. The smart card computes RPWi = h( Pi  Ri )
and Ci′ = h( IDi  RPWi ). Next, the smart card checks
whether Ci′ = Ci . . If they are equal, the smart card
believes that the user is legal and continues to Step 3.
Otherwise, the login phase is terminated.
Step 3. The smart card selects a random number α ,
and then it computes Ei = α P, H i = α Ppub , α xP,
AIDi = IDi ⊕ h( H i ), Ai = Bi ⊕ RPWi ,
and
Fi =
h( IDi  Ai  Ei  H i  Ti ), where Ti is the current
timestamp. Next, the smart card sends the login
message { AIDi , Di , Ei , Fi , Ti } to server S.

5.3 Authentication Phase
When server S receives the login message from user
U i , it performs the following steps to achieve mutual
authentication and key agreement. The details are
shown in Figure 2.

Step 1. S checks whether Ti − Ti ′ < ΔT holds, where Ti ′
is the time when the login message arrives. If it holds,
then the server continues to execute Step 2. Otherwise,
the login request is rejected.
Step 2. S computes Hi′ = xEi = xα P, IDi′ = AIDi ⊕ h( Hi′),
Ai′ = h( IDi′ ⊕ x), Fi′ = h( IDi′  Ai′  Ei  Hi′  Ti ) and checks
whether Fi ′ = Fi . If they are equal, then U i is
authenticated, and the login request is accepted.
Otherwise, S rejects the login request.
Step 3. S selects a random number β and then
computes M i = β P, Gi = h(IDi′  Ai′  Mi  Hi′  Ts ), where
Ts is the timestamp of S. Then, the message
{M i , Bi , Ts } is sent to U i .
Step 4. On receiving message {M i , Bi , Ts } from S, U i
checks whether Ti − Ti ′ < ΔT holds, where Ts′ is the
time of receiving the mutual authentication message. If
it holds, then U i continues to execute Step 5.
Otherwise, the session is terminated.
Step 5. U i computes Gi′ = h( IDi  Ai  M i  H i  Ts ). and
checks whether Gi′ = Gi . If they are equal, then S is
authenticated. Otherwise, the session is terminated.
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Step 6. Finally, U i and S construct a shared session
key SK = h(α M i  Ai  Ti  Ts ) = h( β Ei  Ai′  Ti  Ts ).

5.4 Password-change Phase
In the password-change phase, user U i updates the
password without the help of server as follows:
Step 1. U i inserts the smart card and enters identity
IDi and password PWi and then imprints the biometric
information BIOi* at the sensor. The sensor recovers

Ri from Rep ( BIOi* , P) = Ri .
Step 2. The smart card computes RPWi = h( PWi  Ri )
and Ci′ = h( IDi  RPWi ). Next, it is checked whether
Ci′ = Ci . If the two values are equal, the smart card
continues to Step 3. Otherwise, the request is
terminated.
Step 3. U i inputs new password PWi new , and the smart
card further computes RPWi new = h( PWi new  Ri ), Binew

= Bi ⊕ RPWi ⊕ RPWi new , and Cinew = h( IDi  RPWi ).
Step 4. The smart card uses Binew and Cinew to replace
the old Bi and Ci in the memory, respectively.

6 Security Analysis of Proposed Scheme
In this section, the correctness of proposed scheme
was analyzed by BAN logic, and the other security
features under the attacker model mentioned in section
2 are discussed.

6.1 Mutual Authentication Proof Using BAN
Logic
In this subsection, the well-known BAN logic was
used to prove the mutual authentication and key
agreement scheme. The notations used in BAN logic
are shown below.
‧ P | ≡ X : P believes the statement X
‧ P  X : P once received an information including X
‧ P | ~ X : P once said X
‧ P | ⇒ X : P controls X
‧ # X : Statement X is fresh
K
→ X : K is the shared information between P
‧ P ←⎯
and X
‧ { X }K : X is encrypted by key K
‧ X K : X is combined with key K
‧ ( X ) K : X is hashed with key K
The main rules proposed in BAN logic are defined
as follows:
K
P | ≡ X ←⎯
→ Q, P  { X }K
Rule 1.
P | ≡ Q |~ X

P | ≡ #( X ), P | ≡ Q | ~ X
P|≡Q ≡ X
P|≡Q|⇒ X, P|≡Q|≡ X
Rule 3.
P|≡ X
P | ≡ (X )
Rule 4.
P | ≡ (X , Y)
P | ≡ (X , Y)
Rule 5.
P | ≡ (X )
The proposed mutual authentication has the
following goals:
SK
S
Goal 1: A | ≡ A ←⎯→
Rule 2.

SK
S
Goal 2: S | ≡ A ←⎯→
SK
S
Goal 3: A | ≡ S | ≡ A ←⎯→

SK
S
Goal 4: S | ≡ A | ≡ A ←⎯→
First, the message exchange in the proposed scheme
is determined.
m1 ⋅ A → S :{ AIDi , Ei , Ti }; ; this message can be

idealized to AIDi , α Pi , Ti

Hi
A ←⎯
⎯
→s

.

m1 ⋅ S → A :{M i , Ts }; this message can be idealized

to β Pi , Ts

′

Hi
A ←⎯⎯
→s

.

The following assumptions are true in the proposed
scheme.
B1 ⋅ A | ≡ #(Ts )
B2 ⋅ S | ≡ #(Ti )
′

Hi
B3 ⋅ A | ≡ A ←⎯→
S
Hi
B4 ⋅ S | ≡ A ←⎯→
S

SK
B5 ⋅ A | ≡ S | ⇒ A ←⎯→
S
SK
B6 ⋅ S | ≡ A | ⇒ A ←⎯→
S
Then, the mutual authentication of proposed scheme
is given.
.
Based on m1 , S1 : S  AIDi , α P, Ti A ←⎯⎯
Hi
→S

Based

on

S1 ,

B4 , Rule 1,

S2 : S | ≡ A | ~

SK

AIDi , α P, Ti , A ←⎯→ S
Based on m2 , S3 : A  β P, Ts
Based on

S3 ,

H′

i→S
A ←⎯⎯

.

B3 , Rule 1,

S4 : A | ≡ S | ~

SK

β P, Ts , A ←⎯→ S

Based on

S2 , B1 , and Rules 2 and 4,

SK
S5 : S | ≡ A | ≡ AIDi , α P, Ti , A ←⎯→
S .
SK
Based on S5 , Rule 5, S6 : S | ≡ A | ≡ A ←⎯→
S (Goal
4).
SK
Based on S6 , B6 , and Rule 3, S7 : S | ≡ A ←⎯→
S
(Goal 2).
Based on S4 , B2 , Rules 2 and 4, S8 : A | ≡ A | ≡

SK
β P, Ts , A ←⎯→
S .

SK
S
Based on S8 , Rule 5, S9 : A | ≡ S | ≡ A ←⎯→
(Goal 3).
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SK
S
Based on S9 , B5 , Rule 3, S10 : A | ≡ A ←⎯→
(Goal 1)

6.2 Further Security Discussion
Further, the proposed scheme can satisfy various
types of functional features and prevent various attacks.
6.2.1

User Untraceability

user impersonation attack.
6.2.4

Server Spoofing Attack

In this attack, an attacker A may attempt to
masquerade as a legal user to login into the server.
Suppose that A has already obtained all the messages
{ AIDi , Ei , Fi , Ti , M i , Gi , Ts } transmitted in the channel
and the secret data {Bi , Ci , Ppub , h(⋅), P, Pi } stored in

Assume that an attacker A can obtain the login
message { AIDi , Ei , Fi , Ti } of U i . However, the
parameters AIDi , Ei , F are protected by a random
number α , which is different in each conversation.
Therefore, A cannot trace user U i by the transmitted
messages, and the proposed scheme provides user
untraceability.

the smart card. However, without the identity of U i
and server’s master key x, A cannot construct the
parameter Ai = h( IDi ⊕ x) that is required in the
parameter Fi = h(IDi  Ai  Ei  Hi  Ti ). Therefore, the
login request message { AIDi , Ei , Fi , Ti } cannot be
constructed. Thus, the proposed scheme can prevent
user impersonation attack.

6.2.2

6.2.5

User Anonymity

An authentication scheme can provide user
anonymity if there is no attacker with the ability to
compromise the user’s identity. In the proposed
scheme, an attacker A cannot obtain the user’s real
identity by launching any active or passive attack in
every phase. Considering the registration, login, and
authentication phases, the identity of U i is protected
by a secure one-way hash function; therefore, A
cannot obtain it. As no message is transmitted in the
password-change phase, A cannot obtain the identity
of U i .
Furthermore, A cannot launch a guessing attack to
obtain the identity of U i because without the server’s
secret key x, A cannot compute the parameter
H i = H i′ = xEi
and
hence
cannot
use
Fi
= h(IDi  Ai  Eii  Hi  Ti ) or Gi = h(IDi′  Ai′  Mi  Hi′  Ts )
or AIDi = IDi ⊕ h( H i ) to verify the correctness of
guessed identity IDi* .
In a word, in the proposed scheme, nobody can
know the actual identity of U i besides U i and server S.
6.2.3

User Impersonation Attack

In this attack, an attacker A may attempt to
masquerade as a legal user to login into the server.
Suppose that A has already obtained all the messages
{ AIDi , Ei , Fi , Ti , M i , Gi , Ts } transmitted in the channel
and the secret data {Bi , Ci , Ppub , h(⋅), P, Pi } stored in
the smart card. However, without the identity of U i
and server’s master key x, A cannot construct the
parameter Ai = h( IDi ⊕ x) which is required in the
parameter Fi = h(IDi  Ai  Ei  Ti ). Therefore, the login
request message { AIDi , Ei , Fi , Ti } cannot be
constructed. Thus, the proposed scheme can prevent

Man-in-the-middle Attack

Because an attacker A can neither masquerade as a
legitimate user nor as a legal server in the login and
authentication phases, there is no way to establish two
session keys with the user and remote server. Thus, the
proposed scheme can prevent man-in-the-middle attack.
6.2.6

Outsider Attack

In this attack, the attacker has registered with server
S, not the user of the system. In this situation, A can
obtain the smart card from the server with the data
{Bα , Cα , Ppub , h(⋅), P} . To obtain the server’s secret
key x, it must be extracted from point Ppub = xP . This
is computationally impossible due to the hardness of
ECDLP. Thus, the proposed method can prevent
outsider attack.
6.2.7

Stolen Smart Card Attack

Suppose that an attacker A obtains the secret data
{Bi , Ci , Ppub , h(⋅), P, Pi } stored in the smart card and
captures
all
the
transmitted
messages
{AIDi , Ei , Fi , Ti , Mi , Gi , Ts } from a public channel. To
establish an authorized conversation with server S,
Fi = h(IDi  Ai  Ei  Hi  Ti ) must be constructed in the
login phase. This is impossible as Ai = B ⊕ RPWi
= h( IDi ⊕ x) cannot be forged in the absence of RPWi
or the user’s identity IDi and server’s master key x.
Thus, the proposed method can prevent stolen smart
card attack.
6.2.8

Session Key Security

In the proposed scheme, only user U i and server S
can calculate the shared session key SK =
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h(α M i  Ai  Ti  Ts ) = h(β Ei  Ai′  Ti  Ts ) as the random
numbers α and β are different in every conversation.
During each conversation, with the captured
information { AIDi , Ei , Fi , Ti , M i , Gi , Ts } , A cannot
calculate αβ P using the values Ei and M i due to the
hardness of ECCDHP. Besides, the server’s secret key
x is unknown to A, which is needed when computing
H i . Therefore, A cannot calculate SK. Thus, the
proposed scheme provides session key security.
6.2.9

Session Key Security

Known-key security means that when the
authentication and key agreement scheme is executed,
the user and server generate a unique session key. In
other words, although the session key generated
between the user and server is compromised, no impact
is made on another session key. In the proposed
scheme, suppose A knows SK = h(α M i  Ai  Ti  Ts )
= h( β Ei  Ai′  Ti  Ts ), the random numbers α and β ,
and the server’s secret key x, it is impossible for to
construct another key SK * = h(α * M i  Ai  Ti  Ts )
= h( β * Ei  Ai′  Ti  Ts ) because α * , β * are different
and cannot be extracted from Ei = α * P and M i = β * P .
Thus, the proposed scheme provides known-key
security.
6.2.10

Perfect Forward Secrecy

Perfect forward secrecy means that with the secret
keys of U i and server S, an attacker still cannot obtain
the previous session keys. In the proposed scheme, the
long-term secret key of U i is PWi and data
{Bi , Ci , Ppub , h(⋅), P, Pi } stored in the smart card, and

attempts to compute SK = h(α M i  Ai  Ti  Ts )
= h(β Ei  Ai′  Ti  Ts ), A faces the hardness of ECCDHP.
Therefore, the proposed scheme provides perfect
forward secrecy.
6.2.11

Li et al.’s New Insider Attack

Li et al. proposed a new insider attack in their paper.
That is, an attacker A steals the users’ ID from a
registration server and then use these stolen data and
transmitted messages in the public channel to
impersonate a legal user. However, in our scheme, the
registration server does not store users’ ID in the
database. It means that A cannot obtain any useful
information from the server. Therefore, the proposed
scheme resists Li et al.’s new insider attack.

7 Performance Analysis
In this section, the security features and
communication cost are compared among the proposed
scheme and other schemes [14-15, 26-31].
Form Table 2, we can conclude that only the
proposed protocol can fit all secure requirements such
as user impersonation attack, server spoofing attack,
man-in-the-middle attack, replay attack, and stolen
smart card attack. Besides, the proposed protocol can
provide session key security, known-key security,
perfect forward secrecy and freely selected and
exchanged password.
The Table 3 shows that the proposed scheme
performs one more hash operation and two further
scale multiplication functions than Moon et al.’s
scheme to achieve authentication and key agreement;
however, the proposed scheme performs better in terms
of the ability to prevent different kinds of attacks.

that of server S is the secret key x. Then, when A
Table 2. Comparison of security features (Y: Satisfy N: Not satisfy)
[14]
[15]
[28]
[30]
[26]
[27]
[29]
[31]
Proposed
F1
Y
Y
Y
Y
N
N
N
N
Y
F2
Y
Y
Y
Y
N
N
N
N
Y
F3
Y
Y
Y
Y
N
N
N
N
Y
F4
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
N
Y
Y
F5
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
F6
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
F7
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
F8
N
Y
Y
N
N
Y
N
Y
Y
F9
Y
N
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
F1: Withstanding user impersonation attack, F2: withstanding server spoofing attack,
F3: withstanding man-in-the-middle attack, F4: withstanding replay attack, F5: withstanding stolen smart card attack, F6:
satisfying session key security, F7: satisfying known-key security, F8: providing perfect forward secrecy, F9: freely selected
and exchanged password
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Table 3. Comparison of cost among the proposed scheme and other schemes
C1
C2
C3
C4
C5
C6
Total
[14]
1H
2H+3S
3H+3S
4H+6S+1M
1H+5S
1H+5S
12H+22S+1M
[15]
2H+1S
4H+2M
4H+1S+2M
2H
12H+2S+4M
[28]
1H
2H+3S
8H+4S
10H+10S+1M
1H+6S
1H+9S
23H+32S+1M
[30]
2H+1S
3H+1S
3H+1S+1E
8H+2S+2E
[26]
1H+1S
2H+2M+4E 1H+1M+4E 3H+2M+2E 3H+2M+3E
10H+14E+7M
[27]
2H+2S
4H+1M+4E
3H+3E
3H+2M+4E
12H+3M+13E
[29]
1H
3H
6H
6H
4H
20H
[31]
1H+1F
4H
3H+1F+2P
4H+2P
3H+1F
15H+3F+4P
The proposed
1H+1F
2H
4H+1F+3P
5H+3P
4H+1F
16H+3F+6P
C1: Computational cost of user in registration phase, C2: computational cost of server in registration phase, C3:
computational cost of user in login and authentication phases, C4: computational cost of server in login and authentication
phases, C5: computational cost of user in password-change phase C6: Computational cost of the server in password-change
phase,
H: hashing operation, E: modulus exponential operation, S: symmetric encryption/decryption operation M: Multiplication/
division operation,
P: scalar multiplication, F: fuzzy extraction, Null: cannot provide this functionality.

8 Conclusion
In this study, we analyzed a smart card based threefactor authentication scheme proposed by Moon et al.
claimed to have the ability to prevent various attacks.
However, the scheme was found to be susceptible to
traceability attack, offline identity-guessing attack,
impersonation attack, and man-in-the-middle attack
even without the new attack scenario as suggested by
Li et al. To solve the security weaknesses in Moon et
al.’s scheme, a new three-factor remote user
authentication key agreement scheme was designed.
The proposed scheme can prevent various attacks; the
proposed scheme was validated using the well-known
BAN logic.
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